


HEALTHY CITIES - HEALTHY ISLANDS PROGRAMME 

The WHO programme '"Healthy Cities - Healthy Islands" for the Western Pacific Region 
has been developed in response to the need of Member States to integrate efforts of 
various stakeholders in improving the health of people living in urban areas and islands. It 
is implemented following the concepts and approach outlined in "New horizons in health", 
a WHO initiative for the Western Pacific Region which was adopted by the WHO 
Western Pacific Regional Committee in 1994. The objectives are: 

(l) to minimize health hazards in urban areaslislands through the integration of 
health and environmental protection measures in the physical and economic planning 
process; 

(2) to enhance the quality of the physical and social environment supportive of 
health in urban and island settings; 

(3) to increase public awareness towards healthier behaviour, lifestyle and habits; 

(4) to improve the provision of health services through developing appropriate 
health care systems in urban areas and islands; and 

(5) to upgrade country capabilities and develop policies to improve health in urban 
areas and islands through better intersectoral coordination and public participation. 
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1. BACKGROUND 

Like any other capital town in Pacific island countries, Nuku'alofa, Tonga has been facing 
problems associated with the disposal of solid waste, particularly in the last decade or so. The Ministry 
of Health, Tonga is the agency responsible for the management of solid waste in Nuku' alofa, and has 
been trying to improve the situation. At the request of the Ministry, WHO has provided technical 
support, mostly through its Western Pacific Regional Environmental Health Centre (EHC), to upgrade 
the solid waste management system in Nuku'alofa. A staff .-nember of EHC visited Nuku'alofa in 
February 1990 and June 1992\ to provide advisory services on solid waste management. EHC also 
provided two missions of consultants in October 19952 to further advise on the improvement of solid 
waste management in Nuku'alofa. 

One of the two WHO missions in October 1995 focused on the assessment of landfill practices 
and recommendations for future action. The background section of the consultant report states: 

"The existing open dump at Tukutonga has been the subject of much discussion in recent years, 
in view of the environmental nuisance it causes to nearby residents (e.g. flies and odours), as well as 
concern over its diminishing capacity. A new site for waste disposal at Sopu off Puke was proposed. 
The mission report by H. Ogawa in lune 1992 outlined the development and operational plans for this 
new landfill site. 

However, the proposed disposal site at Sopu has recently been earmarked for other 
developments and negotiations are in progress to obtain a site in the same area. As no alternative site is 
immediately available for the disposal of solid waste in Nuku'alofa, the existing site still needs to be 
used. Upgrading of the site facilities will be required in order to achieve an acceptable level oflandfill 
operation and, with better landfill management, it is hoped that the site could be extended for several 
more years." 

With this background, the consultant assessed the situation and concluded that the site could be 
upgraded to a controlled landfill. He then outlined procedures to upgrade the site and operate a 
controlled landfill in his report. 

Based on the consultant report, WHO proposed to the Ministry of Health to upgrade the 
existing dump site and operate a controlled landfill over a period of one year as a demonstration project. 
The Ministry of Health agreed to the proposal, and with the concurrence of the Ministry, WHO 
engaged a local engineering contractor to undertake the project in collaboration with the Ministry. 

The project was implemented from January to December 1996 in two phases: 

Phase I: Upgrading to a controlled landfill, January-March 1996; and 

Phase 2: Operation of a controlled landfill, April-December 1996. 

1 Ogawa, H. Advisory services on improvement of solid waste management in Nuku'alofa, Tonga, 
19-31 January 1990. WHO(EHC) 

Ogawa, H. Development and management of solid waste landfill sites and operation of collection 
systems, etc., Nukualofa, Tonga, 12-27 June 1992. WHO(EHC) 

2 Saw, C.B. Advice on improvement of landfill management and upgrading an open dump site to a 
controlled landfill, Nuku'alofa, Tonga, 13-21 October 1995. WHO(EHC) 

Sakurai, K. and Tan Hoo. Assessment of municipal solid waste management, Nuku'alofa, Tonga, 
22-25 October 1995. WHO(EHC) 



2. SITUATION OF THE SITE BEFORE THE PROJECT 

The WHO consultant who assessed the situation of the landfill site in October 1995 noted the 
following observations: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The solid waste disposal site in Tukutonga is operated as an open dump site without any 
cover. 

There are no records of how much and what waste has been disposed of at the site. This is 
of particular concern in view of the fact that this site is located in a prime land area. and 
almost certainly, the site will eventually be developed in the future. 

Private haulers are free to drive in to dispose of their waste at any time and anywhere on 
the site. 

The site worker is not properly instructed to operate and manage a landfill, resulting in 
unsupervised, indiscriminate dumping at the site. 

Dogs and pigs are allowed to feed on the heaps of refuse. 

The site is festering with flies, feeding and breeding on the uncovered refuse. This is of 
concern because the site is located within residential areas, with numerous houses (squatter 
area) immediately adjacent to the site. 

The on-site access road is in need of upgrading. 

There are no refuse retaining structures such as bunds or fences provided at the site, 
causing solid waste deposited to overspill into the surrounding bush and mangrove area as 
well as along the main road (i.e. Vuna Road) leading to the site. 

There is no segregation of waste being disposed of at the site, and bulky waste such as cars 
and electrical equipment are placed alongside other wastes. 

Considerations have not been given to the afteruse of the site for which the daily operations 
and closure have to be carried out properly. 

2.1 The Project Site 

The Tukutonga landfill site is located 4.5 km from the Post Office (see Figure 1) An 
engineered protective foreshore and a road (Vuna Road) separate the site from the sea. This is on the 
lee side of the island. Originally the site was a tidal mangrove swamp with the surface level more or 
less at the sea level. The formation below the surface is coral rocks and ledges with a thin covering 
layer of coral sand. 

The site has been in use long enough to build up the surface level to, at its highest point, about 
1.5 metres above the sea level (see Figure 2). After the 1982 hurricane (Cyclone Isaac), the 
Government opened the mangrove swamp behind the dump for settlement, and people started to occupy 
the area called Popua. 

The site after complete filling, settling and grading would make an excellent sports field. 
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2.2 Pre-Project Operation 

The local contractor who undertook the project made his observations on the pre-project site 
conditions and operations as follows: 

Before the commencement of this project, solid waste was indiscriminately heaped and 
scattered at the site where from time to time it was pushed to the sides of the area or flattened. 
Whenever funds were available, soil cover material was spread over the site. Periodically the burning 
of the entire site occurred. Flies were a constant problem, migrating with the prevailing winds to 
nearby areas. 

Solid waste delivered to the Tukutonga dump site contains a high percentage of vegetation 
materials, and the composition differs significantly from those found in large metropolitan areas of 
developed countries. The percentage of vegetable materials, from banana plant stems and tree 
trimmings, is vel)' high. It has become a tradition to dispose of all trimmings at the dump site. Wet 
garbage, such as kitchen waste, is present but minimal. 

A wide variety of materials are disposed of at the dump site. They include car bodies, old 
buses, engines, used crankcase oil, electric storage batteries, old air conditioners, packing materials, 
construction debris, used baby diapers, and so on. After the first severe rain or wind storm of the 
season, truck-loads of yard clean-up garden refuse are brought in and deposited at the dump site. 

The Ministry of Health operates a compactor truck which collects solid waste from individual 
homes and commercial establishments and delivers it to the Tukutonga site. The operation of this solid 
waste collection service has proven quite difficult, but its success in maintaining a solid waste-free 
environment is exemplal)'. The Ministry is to be complimented on the operation of this service. 

The pre-project operation at the Tukutonga site was to allow dumping on the site wherever it 
was convenient. After the available open surface was filled, the site was then levelled with a bulldozer. 
Sometimes it was levelled and covered with soil. Usually, solid waste ",as initially dumped at the back 
of the open area and filled randomly toward the road by the sea. There was no all-weather on-site road 
accessible to the far end of the site. Particularly after heavy rains, some of the people coming to 
dispose of their solid waste were afraid of getting stuck in the dump site or getting their cars muddy. In 
such situations. people tended to dump their waste near the entrance of the site or in the nearby road
side ditches. 

2.3 Pre-Project Problems 

The local contractor summarized principal problems associated with the pre-project Tukutonga 
dump site as follows: 

• Smoke from fires when the dump burned. 

• Fly breeding with flies migrating, on the wind, to the nearby residential areas. During the 
season when culled and rejected pumpkins (squash) were being disposed of at the site, flies 
were a severe nuisance, even several kilometres from the dump site. 

• Rodents, while present in small numbers, were not a major problem. 

• As most dump sites sometimes are, it was unsightly. But the dump area was well hidden 
from view from the road. 

• Random dumping alongside the road, This was unsightly and clearly visible from a 
distance. 
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• Scavengers (or waste pickers) and pigs were found on the site but this presented no severe 
problem. Lead storage batteries and aluminium cans were the principal items salvaged by 
the scavengers. 

These problems and also those observed by the WHO consultant are commonly found in urban 
centres of many Pacific island countries. 
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3. UPGRADING TO A CONTROLLED LANDFILL 

In Phase I, which started on I January and ended on 31 March 1996. the Tukutonga open 
dump site was upgraded to a controlled landfill The upgrading of the Tukutonga site involved several 
steps as follows: 

(I) Conduct site survey 

(2) Carry out initial site preparation 

(3) Upgrade access road 

(4) Construct gate house 

(5) Connect water supply 

(6) Excavate first trench to stockpile cover material 

These steps are described briefly below. 

3.1 Site Survev 

Persofmel from the Ministry of Lands and Survey were hired to find the comers of the site. 
These comers were marked by concrete posts which had been buried over the years. Once the four 
comers and four lines were established, the measurement of the entire site was taken. 

Elevations were measured, and a drawing prepared, showing the results of the survey (see 
Figure 2) It was estimated that the elevation of the finished area in the site would bc 1.2 metres above 
the Yuna Road elevation. 

3.2 Site Preparation 

The site was first "swept" with a bulldozer, pushing the materials to the edge of the area and in 
conformance with the planned working boundaries. Ribbons were tied to the trees to guide the operator 
of the bulldozer. 

Large car and bus chassis were smashed as much as possible and pushed to the edge of the site. 
An area (about one fourth of the total area) was designated as an interim dumping ground which would 
be used in the same maImer as before. while necessary facilities for a controlled landfill were being 
constructed. 

During this period, Nuku'alofa experienced heavy rains, and a large amount of destroyed 
vegetation such as banana plants, trees. etc. was delivered to the site by private vehicles. As a result, 
the area designated as the temporary dumping ground was soon full and overflowing. This area became 
inaccessible and the solid waste brought in was dumped next to Yuna Road. It was necessary to bring 
a bulldozer back to the site to sweep the area again. The heavy rains caused a delay in the construction 
of an on-site access road. 

3.3 Upgrading of On-Site Access Road 

An on-site access road was built with coral surface from the entrance to the far end of the site 
where the first trench was to be dug. The road withstands all weather. and dIrects the incoming traffic 
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clearly to the location of disposal. As such, it reduces the random dumping of solid waste. The 
construction of the road was subcontracted. 

3.4 Gate House 

A gate house was constructed. using pole type architecture on a compacted coral base. Hand 
washing, shower and flush toilet facilities were provided The hand wash basin was mounted outside 
the gate house so that anyone, including collection vehicle drivers, could wash their hands. A sewage 
treatment facility (septic tank) was provided with a 5-year sludge pumping period, and a low volume 
flush toilet (1.6 US gallons per flush) was installed. A signboard was also mounted on the gate house. 
The construction of the gate house was subcontracted. 

3.5 Water Supply 

The Ministry of Health had previously installed a water meter at Vuna Road. This water 
supply connection was used. One inch PVC pipe was used to connect the meter to the gate house. 

3.6 First Trench Excavation 

The site for the first trench was surveyed and stakes placed, indicating the elevations to be 
excavated to. A large back-hoe excavator was brought in and the first trench was excavated. The 
excavated material (i.e. old decomposed refuse) contained large steel pieces (e.g. pieces of car parts, old 
truck fuel tanks, refrigerators, etc). The most visible item was plastic bags. The old steel pieces did 
not seriously impede the excavatIOn, but in places It was necessary to skip over. 

The t!xcavatt!d material was well decomposed, and prest!ntcd no odour or fly problems. The 
material was stockpiled on the south side of the trench which was the opposite side of the working face 
of the trench or the on-site access road. 

3.7 Cost 

The following table gives the cost figures, excluding the personnel cost for the contractor and 
his site manager. All costs are quoted in Pa'anga ($T) and the conversion factor is $T1.26 to $ 1.00 
US. 

Item Exp_enditure in $T % of Total 

Site survey 2 114 11.4 
Site preparation clean-up 5649 30.5 
On-site access road 5627 30.4 
Gate house 3634 19.6 
Signboards 178 1.0 
Water supply and toilet 169 0.9 
Shovels, wheel barrows 262 1.4 
First trench excavation 900 4.8 

Total 18533 100.0 
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4. OPERATION OF A CONTROLLED LANDFILL 

In Phase 2, which started on I April and ended 31 December 1996, the controlled landfill was 
operated. The controlled landfill operation involved the following steps: 

(I) Excavate a trench 

(2) Fill the trench with solid waste 

(3) Keep the face of the trench clean 

(4) Level the pile over the trench 

(5) Place a final cover 

These steps are described briefly below. 

4.1 Trench Excavation 

Using a large track mounted excavator (back hoe), a trench was dug about 4.5 metres wide. 
This trench was dug to the water table level which is currently 1.3 to 1.8 metres deep (see Figure 3 for 
cross-section and cost estimate). The excavated material was used to cover the solid waste which had 
been placed in and piled up over the trench previously dug. The excavated material used to cover solid 
waste was the old decomposed refuse deposited before at the site, and did not create excessive odour or 
fly problems. On the average, a trench of about 40 metres in length was dug once in 25 days, or 
roughly once a month. Table 1 presents the dates on which trench excavation took place and the 
associated costs. 

4.2 Filling of the Trench with Solid Waste 

Solid waste brought in to the site was then dumped into the newly dug trench. However, it was 
found that the compactor truck could not unload its waste completely into the trench, leaving a pile of 
refuse on the face of the trench near the edge. Private vehicles also do not always dump their complete 
loads into the trench. This necessitated the pushing of solid waste into the trench as described in the 
next step. 

Table 2 presents the record of loads delivered to the site by various vehicles and their estimated 
volumes for the first month of the operation when the record was kept. The estimated volume of the 
incoming solid waste was about 100 m3 per day, of which the volume of solid waste collected by the 
compactor truck operated by the Ministry of Health constituted 25 percent and the remaining volume of 
solid waste was brought in by private vehicles. Because of compaction within the trench, the volume of 
trench used up by solid waste would be much smaller than this estimated volume of the incoming waste. 
The actual observed volume of trench used up was 23 m3 per day. 

4.3 Keeping the Face ofthe Trench Clean 

A large rubber tyred loader was brougltt in to plish the accumulated solid waste on the face of 
the trench into the trench and pile it higher than the surface level as it accumulated. When the trench 
was filled and solid waste piled up to a level about 2.0 metres above the surface level, a new trench was 
dug as in Step I and the process was repeated. An average of 4 clean-ups usually filled the trench to 
the point where a new trench was required. Table I presents the dates on which face cleaning took 
place and the associated costs. 
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L=44m 

Cross-section A 

Trench dimensions: 

Cross-sections A&B 

Cross-section A 

Cross-section B 

Trench Cross-sections 

Depth of excavation 

Average width 
Length 

Average width 
Length 

Total excavated volume = 2 x 6 x 44 + 2 x 4 x 59 

Hours the excavator worked 

Cost of excavator: 

8 hours @ $T80.00 
Move in 

= 8.00 hrs. 

$T640.00 
== 200.00 

$T840.00 

L=59m 

Cross-section B 

2.0m 

6.0m 
44.0m 

4.0m 
59.0m 

1,000 cu.m. 

Production rate == 100018 = 125 cu.m. of excavated materiall hour 

Cost per cu.m. of material excavated = 840/1 000 = $TO. 841 cu.m. 

Figure 3 Trench Cross-Section and Excavation Cost 
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Table I Record of Trench Excavation and Face Cleaning and Associated Costs 

I April to 31 December 1996 

Date of Excavation and Face Cleaning Days between Days between Remarks 
Excavation or Associated Cost and Associated Consecutive Consecutive Face 
Face Cleaning ($T) Cost ($T) Excavations Cleaning 

8 April 240 
12 April 840 
30 April 940 18 
8 May 60 30* * Not used for 

averaging 
20 May 60 12 
30 May 920 60 30 10 
7 June 60 8 
10 June 360 To extinguish 

fire 
28 June 90 14 
2 July 90 4 
3 July 920 34 
6 July 60 4 
16 July 60 10 
23 July 60 7 
30 July 60 7 

5 August 90 6 
7 August 960 35 
13 August 90 8 
20 August 180 7 
30 August 60 10 

10 September 60 II 
11 September 840 35 
18 September 60 7 
27 September 60 9 

4 October 60 7 
12 October 60 8 
23 October 435 60 42 II Half-sized trench 
1 November 60 9 
9 November 60 8 
12 November 795 20 
15 November 60 6 
21 November 60 6 
25 November 435 13 Half-sized trench 
2 December 60 II 
12 December 60 10 
17 December 60 5 
18 December 435 23 Half-sized trench 
23 December 60 6 
31 December 60 8 

Total 7,880 2,280 - -
Average 716.4 73.5 27.8 8.0 
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Table 2 Record ofIncoming Solid Waste Loads 

27 March to 20 April 1996 

Date Compactor Large Small Pick-up Van Car 
tractor tractor truck 

27/3 Wed. 2 4 15 5 11 2 
28/3 Thu. 2 7 15 5 13 10 
29/3 Fri. 3 5 11 3 11 4 
30/3 Sat. 2 8 29 3 18 15 
Week Total 9 24 70 16 53 31 
114 Mon. 2 4 20 6 17 9 
2/4 Tue. 2 3 16 3 15 5 
3/4 Wed. 2 5 14 3 15 6 
4/4 Thu. 3 7 12 8 21 7 
5/4 Fri. 1 0 0 0 0 0 
(Note) 
6/4 Sat. 3 10 27 4 25 9 

Week Total 14.4 24.8 106.8 28.8 111.6 43.2 
Note: Operator obviously missed counting on 5/4 Friday. - This week's average is used for 5/4 Friday. 

8/4 Mon. Operator missed counting this day, use this week's average 
9/4 Tue. 2 9 10 8 11 5 
10/4 Wed. 2 9 13 8 13 3 
1114 Thu. 2 6 17 5 18 3 
12/4 Fri. 3 4 15 5 21 3 
13/4 Sat. 2 6 26 6 22 14 

Week Total 13.2 40.8 97.2 38.4 102 33.6 

15/4 Mon. 2 8 22 14 19 9 

16/4 Tue. 2 5 19 34 14 7 

17/4 Wed. 2 15 9 5 13 5 
18/4 Thu. 2 3 12 7 23 5 

19/4 Fri. 2 9 16 26 22 16 

20/4 Sat. 3 9 16 26 22 16 

Week Total 13 48 91 93 110 47 

For the Period of Record 

No. of 2.3 6.7 16.7 7.7 16.8 7.1 
vehicles 
visited per 
day 
Estimated 14 6 4 3 I 0.5 
capacity of 
vehicle 
(cu.m) 
Fraction of 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

capacity 
occupied by 
solid waste 
Estimated 25.76 20.1 33.4 11.55 8.4 1.77 

volume of 
incoming 
solid waste 
per day 
(cu.m.) 
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4.4 Levelling of the Piles over the Trench 

After three or four trenches were excavated and filled, a bulldozer was brought in to level the 
filled area which was covered with the excavated material. This material was quite soft, and in 
retrospect, it would have been better to let the filled area settle for at least 6 months before levelling the 
site. None of the fresh solid waste deposited was visible on the levelled surface. The only things visible 
were odd motor blocks or pieces of steel that were excavated with the old decomposed refuse. 

4.5 Final Levelling. Importing and Spreading of Cover Material 

The final operation was to level and cover the completed site with imported cover material. 
The cover material brought in was coarse soil with small rocks that was produced as a by-product at a 
quarry with coral deposits. The cost of delivery of this material to the landfill site was $T 24.00 for 4 
cubic metres. TIle quality of this material as a final cap was not good, and this exercise improved 
visual impact only slightly. 

The total volume of the cover material delivered was 50 truck loads of 4 cubic metres each. 
The area covered was I 118 sq. m. This resulted in a thickness of 0.1 S m as placed, which was 
expected to settle to a thickness of 0.14 m. The cost was $T 1.03 per square metre for the material 
delivered and $T 0.33 per square metnt for the bulldozer. amounting to a total of $T 1.36 per square 
metre. 

The total area completed over the nine months of operation was 150 metres by 
54 metres, or 8, I 00 square metres. This is approximately 30 square metres per calendar day. 

4.6 Cost 

The following table gives the cost figures, excluding the personnel cost for the contractor and 
his site manager. All costs are quoted in Pa'anga ($T) and the conversion factor is $T1.26 to $ 1.00 
US. 

The funds expended for the 9-month period in Phase 2 and the estimated annual costs were as 
follows: 

Item Expenditure in $T % of Total 
9 months 12 months 

Excavate trenches 7S80 10504 49.2 
Clean up face of trench 2280 3039 14.2 
Level finished trenches 960 I 280 6.0 
Fire control 360 480 2.2 
Site operators I 283 I 710 8.0 
Water consumption 46 61 0.3 
Final covering 3200 4266 20.0 

Total 16009 21340 99.9 

The annual budget estimate for the landfill operation is $T 21 340, without any contingency. 

The cost of operation per area completed was $T I.4S per square metre, and the cost of 
operation per calendar day $T 60.00 
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5. LESSONS LEARNED 

The project as a whole was a success. demonstrating the feasibility of operating a controlled 
landfill in a Pacific island country. Many problems associated with the previous operation of the 
Tukutonga site have been rectified, and the appearance and management of the site improved. 
However, the situation is not totally problem-free. There were public health and environmental 
problems as well as operational problems encountered from time to time. Successful elements of the 
project and problems encountered are highlighted below. 

5.1 Success 

All in all, the project was a success. The landfill practice has been considerably improved, 
compared to the previous operation. The following provides highlights of the success. 

(1) On-site access road - Stopping random dumping 

The all-weather on-site road was the most effective component of the project. After the 
completion of the road, the random dumping along the road almost completely stopped. Because of the 
on-site access road and trenches dug, all incoming vehicles are now easily directed to where disposal 
takes place. 

(2) Use of decomposed refuse as cover material - Reducing odour and flies 

The project was designed to use the old decomposed refuse as cover material for fresh solid 
waste. This was to eliminate the need to purchase cover material and create space at the site for further 
disposal. There was some apprehension about the success of using old refuse as cover material. 
However, there was no excessive odour or fly problems associated with this cover material, and this 
measure turned out to be a success. 

5.2 Success but with Some Problems 

(1) Site operators 

Two site operators with a supervisor were assigned to operate the landfill. They work during 
the daylight hours from Monday to Saturday. 6 days per week. When the operators were on the job, 
their performance was generally satisfactory, helping the incoming vehicles to dispose of their waste in 
the trench. 

However, their starting and ending hours were not rigidly adhered to. The improvement in their 
habit of reporting to work was much desired. Another problem was that their work location was not 
always where they were supposed to be. Sometimes, they were at the gate house, some 80 metres from 
the face of the trench, while they should be directing and assisting incoming vehicles. On other 
occasions, they remained at the face of the trench while there was no work to do there. There seemed to 
be a lack of effective supervision of these operators. 

(2) Gate house 

The gate house provided the various facilities (e.g. shelter, water, sanitation and equipment 
storage) for the site operators. Prior to the project, there was none of these facilities provided to them. 
As a result, the site operators were found at the site most of the time after the project commenced. 

However, the location of the gate house could have been closer to Vuna Road in order to allow 
a larger area to be used for disposal of solid waste. Another problem was that the signboard placed at 
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the gate house did not serve any useful purpose. The signboard should have been located near the 
entrance from Vuna Road, and indicated the operation hours and the rules or manner in which the 
landfill should be used. 

(3) Levelling the filled trench 

The methods of landfill operation described earlier were in general successfully carried out. 
One problem encountered, bu~ easily corrected in the future, is the levelling of the filled trench. 

The fresh solid waste which has been placed in trenches and covered by the excavatt:d 
decomposed refuse should be left for at least 6 months to decompose and become hard enough for a 
small bulldozer to work on the surface. If the levelling is done less than the settling time of 6 months, 
the surface will be still soft, and the manoeuvring of the heavy equipment be difficult. The resultant 
surface will then not be smooth. 

(4) Final cover material 

The application of final cover material has improved the site appearance visually. The colour 
of the finished surface is now brown (soil colour) while that of the remaining surface is black (the 
colour of decomposed waste). Final cover material used coarse coral deposit, and was transported from 
a quarry at a cost of $T 24.00 per 4 cubic metre (i.e. a truck load). 

The material was not good enough to serve as an impermeable final cap to reduce leachate 
generation, and only improved the site appearance slightly. There seemed no additional benefit 
resulting from this exercise. It was also observed during the project that the growth of weeds and grass 
was rapid, and within a few months it covered most of the old dumping areas, improving the site 
appearance. Considering this rapid plant growth, the relatively high cost of transporting the cover 
material, and the fact that another lift (or layer) of solid waste may need to be added because a new 
landfill site has not been identified, the continuation of this exercise should be suspended. 

5.3 Problems Encountered and Suggestions for Solutions 

(1) Open fires 

The Tukutonga site seemed to be free of fires for a month or so after the controlled landfill 
operation started. Then, fires started happening. It was determined that some commercial enterprises 
were delivering and burning their wastes to dispose of confidential materials. The remedial action taken 
was to accommodate this burning by digging a special pit away from the trench and instructing these 
commercial enterprises to burn their material in it. This provided a certain degree of control over the 
operation of the site. 

Fires outside the pit occurred near the end of the project. The cause of these fires was never 
determined. The last two of these fires were started on weekends when no site operators were on duty 
at the time of the fires. These fires were controlled by covering them with whatever material available 
nearby. 

When fires were first encountered, attempts were made to extinguish them by calling in the Fire 
Department. Only once was the attempt successful and that was when the Fire Department arrived 
within one hour of the start of the fire. Experiences show that it has not been very effective to try and 
extinguish these dump fires by using the Fire Department. 

Also early in the project, one fire was getting particularly noticeable so the excavator was 
brought in to dig a new trench and cover the fire with excavated material. This was quite successful 
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but the fire smouldered for days under the excavated material. It was an expensive venture which had 
little operational effect . 

In principle, open fire should not occur at the landfill, and this should be made known to all 
users of the site. Once fires occur (particularly underground fires), it is difficult and expensive to 
control them. All intentional fires, including the burning of confidential material (for which the use of a 
shredder should be encouraged instead), should be stopped. The access to the site on weekends and 
night-time hours should be limited, if necessary by providing a fence and a gate with a lock. 

(2) Availability of heavy equipment 

Because the size of the landfill operation was considered relatively small, all the heavy 
equipment used was hired. The timely availability of the various equipment used at the site was a 
crucial factor in the operation of a "controlled" landfill. A considerable delay in bringing in the heavy 
equipment would cause the site to be unmanageable. 

In a country (e.g. Tonga) where the availability of heavy equipment is limited due to other 
priority public works, it sometimes becomes impossible to hire heavy equipment in a timely manner. 
Throughout the project, there was a problem of engaging the heavy equipment when it was needed. 

In order to secure the timely availability of the heavy equipment, it may be worthwhile 
analysing the practicality of the use of a rubber tyred farm tractor with a loader attached, to sweep the 
trench face daily. Fly breeding seems to be directly proportional to the area of solid waste exposed. 
Perhaps such a vehicle could be operated and maintained by the Ministry of Works but stored 
permanently at the landfill site. Trench excavation would be done as before. 

Another approach would be to contract the weekly clean-up of the trench face with open 
bidding by anyone able to furnish a loader on a weekly basis. This may be possible as most 
commercial companies bring their loaders to their Nuku'alofa shops for maintenance at least once a 
week. 
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ANNEX 1 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE PROJECT 

1. Situation Before the Project 

(l) Piles of exposed solid waste 
(2) Garden vegetation waste 
(3) Bulky waste 
(4) On-site road - random dumping 
(5) Pigs scavenging 
(6) Smoke rising from refuse 

2. Upgrading to a Controlled Landfill 

(I) Site survey 
(2) Site preparation 
(3) On-site access road 
(4) Construction of gate house 
(5) Gate house with signboard and water supply 
(6) First trench excavated 

3. Operation of a Controlled Landfill 

(1) Trench excavation 
(2) Filling the trench 
(3) Trench face clean-up 
(4) Levelling the piles of solid waste over the trench 
(5) Final cover 
(6) Vegetation growth over the finished area 
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1. Situation before the project 

(1) Piles of exposed solid waste 

(2) Garden waste 

(3) Bulky waste 
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1. Situation before the project 

(4) Random dumping at on-site road 

(5) Pigs scavenging 

(6) Smoke arising from refuse 
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2. Upgrading to a controlled landfill 

(1) Site survey 

(2) Site preparation 

(3) On - site access road 
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2. Upgrading to a controlled landfill 

(4) Construction of gate house 

(5) Gate house with signboard and water supply 

(6) First trench excavated 
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3. Operation of a controlled landfill 

(1) Trench excavation 

(2) Filling the trench 

(3) Trench face clean - up 
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3. Operation of a controlled landfill 

(4) Levelling solid waste over the trench 

(5) Final cover 

(6) Vegetation growth over the finished area 
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ANNEX 2 

ALTERNATIVE DESIGN 

After his assignment in October 1995, the WHO consultant prepared a design to upgrade the 
Tukutonga dump site. This design has different features from those actually implemented, and may 
serve as an alternative way of upgrading an open dump site. The following sections describe the type 
of a controlled landfill system, its facilities and details of its design, operation and maintenance 
proposed by the WHO consultant. 

1. Initial site preparation 

The following steps are suggested for initial site preparation: 

(a) Site survey to determine the topography of the site, establish the overall site boundary, 
as well as distinguish the boundary of the present and proposed working area. 

(b) Remove bulky items (e.g. car bodies, electrical equipment, etc.) currently found 
distributed allover the site and along the edge of the site and place them in a 
designated area of the site. 

(c) Remove items of rubbish scattered along and outside the boundary of the site (e.g. 
among the bushes and mangrove trees), at the site entrance as well as.along the main 
road leading to the site. 

(d) Extend the boundary of the effective working area from 15 000 sq.m to 24000 sq.m, 
as shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

2. Refuse retaining bund 

A refuse retaining bund should be constructed at the boundary of the site (see Figure 3) to act 
as a support for refuse compaction. Without support, the compaction operation tends to spread the 
refuse excessively making it impossible to confine the waste to the smallest possible area. A large 
surface area of exposed refuse will necessitate excessive amount of cover material. This will not only 
reduce the life of the landfill but also increase the unit cost. Once the demand for excessive cover 
material is not satisfied, the site will simply tum into an open dump. 

The refuse retaining bund can be constructed by removing a top 0.2 m of the deposited waste, 
using it as core of the bund and capping it with 0.2 m thickness of cover soil. This will create a bund 
of 1.2 m above the level of the main road (Vuna Road) and a disposal space of 1.4 m depth inside the 
bund. Any excess deposited waste (i.e. old refuse) should be stockpiled on site and used as daily cover 
material. 

3. Control of waste input and access to the site 

(a) Fence and gate 

A fence and gate should be installed to control access to the site. A gate will prevent 
unauthorized entry after office hours. The fence along the boundary of the site will 
control wind-blown litter and keep animals away. 
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(b) Signboard and working hours 

The operating hours of the waste disposal site (e.g. 8.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m., Monday to 
Saturday) should be stated on a signboard placed at the entrance to the site, as well as 
made known to private waste contractors. 

(c) Site workers to control waste input 

Site workers should help to control the incoming waste traffic during working hours by 
directing the drivers of incoming trucks to the working face (i.e. the location where 
solid waste should be deposited). 

4. Upgrading of on-site access road 

The existing on-site access road should be upgraded to withstand all weather. The road should 
extend from the main road (Vuna Road) to the point at which filling by wastes is to commence, thus 
enabling refuse collection trucks to be driven to the working area. Hence, the road should be 
constructed for a stretch of 180 m from the junction with the main road, with a 6 m width and 0.3 m 
thickness of coral rocks and gravel. 

5. Amenities 

(a) Gatehouse/store 

A gatehouse/store should be provided for the site workers to be used as a shelter, office 
as well as for storage of rakes, shovels and wheel-barrows. 

(b) Water supply 

Landfill operations require a supply of water for miscellaneous use, in particular, for 
the use of site workers. A water tap should be provided adjacent to the location of the 
shed. 

(c) Protective clothing and shoes 

As the quantity of waste generated in Nuku'alofa is relatively small, manual operation 
would be fairly effective if proper care is taken in the formation of daily cells. To 
accomplish this, however, the workers need to stand in the wastes and protective 
clothing and shoes should be worn. 

6. Buffer zone 

The bushes and mangrove trees along the boundary of the site should be left intact. They act 
as a buffer zone by screening the landfill site from the main road (Vuna Road), the side road (Popua 
Road) as well as residents adjacent to the site. These bushes will also minimize soil erosion as well as 
acting as a drainage culvert around the site, allowing the surface water runoff (during heavy rainfall) 
from the site to be dispersed and soaked into the ground. In addition, they would be effective in 
accommodating sedimentation of earth and sand eroded from the built -up slope of the refuse retaining 
bund during heavy rainfall. 
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7. "Daily" cover material 

The landfilled waste should never be left as it is. It must always be covered with cover 
material in order to reduce the dispersion of bad odour, the littering and flowing out of wastes, breeding 
of vectors and to prevent birds and animals from feeding on the waste. 

The cost of soil, coral rocks and gravel is shown in the table below. 

TYQe of cover material Cost (inc!. transQort) SUQQlier 
Qer cu.yd Qer cU.m Qer truck 

Soil (containing clay/silt) T$ 4.6 T$6 T$ 23 Ryco Quarry 
Uncrushed coral gravel T$ 6.8 T$9 T$ 34 Ryco Quarry 
High grade top soil T$ 10 T$ 13 T$ 50 Tapuhia Quarry 
Graded sand T$ 12 T$ 16 T$ 60 Tapuhia Quarry 

Assuming that I cU.m of soil cover will be required for 5 cU.m of compacted solid waste (with 
a density of 600 kg/cu.m), the cost of soil cover material per year would be in excess of T$ 6 000. To 
reduce the overall cost of operating the site, it is reconunended that on-site excavation of trenches be 
carried out, using the excavated old refuse as daily cover materia!. The sequence of filling should be 
carefully designed so that the filling would be carried out only after the excavation of cover material 
(see Section 9). Using old refuse as the daily cover material would offer the following advantages: 

(a) inmlediate availability of primary covering material; 

(b) no transport cost for bringing materials to the site; and 

(c) the maximum space is available for disposal of wastes because no covering material is 
imported. 

8. "Final" cover soil - for caQQing 

When all the landfill works have finished, the topmost "final" cover soil is laid, bearing in mind 
the ultimate land use of the completed landfill site. The type of cover soil and the thickness depends on 
the way in which a completed landfill site is used. The cover soil must properly cover the landfilled 
wastes and the daily cover material (i.e. old refuse), sufficiently spread and compacted. 

As discussed in Section 7 above, cover soil is relatively expensive in Nuku'alofa, therefore, it is 
suggested a thickness of20 cm is sufficient for the final capping of the landfill. 

9. Landfill oQerations 

(a) Sequence of filling 

Sufficient cover material could be obtained by excavating shallow trenches on the 
landfill site and using the excavated old refuse as daily cover. To start the process, a shallow 
trench measuring about 80 m in length, 4 m in width and 0.3 m in depth is dug along the edge 
of the bund furthest from the site entrance. The excavated old refuse is stockpiled along the 
edge of the trench. Wastes are then placed in the trench, up to the level of the refuse retaining 
bund, i.e. a total depth of 1.3 m, measured from the base of the trench. About 15 - 20 cm of 
cover material is placed over the completed fill at the end of each day's operation. A 
schedule/sequence of landfilling operation should be adopted, starting from the far end furthest 
from the main road and progressing towards the gate. 
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(b) Formation of cells 

Initially the wastes are unloaded at the toe of the bund (within the first trench) and 
manually spread on the slope of the bund. At the end of each day's operation, 15 - 20 cm layer 
of cover material (i.e. using old refuse stockpiled when the trench was dug) is placed over that 
day's completed fill. This one day's completed fill including the daily cover material is called a 
cell. The height of a cell measured from the base of the trench should be about 1.5 metres (i.e. 
1.3 m of refuse plus 0.2 m of cover material) and assuming that each cell contains 14 cU.m of 
daily waste, the width and length of a cell would be 4 metres (i.e. equal to the width of the 
trench) and 3 metres, respectively. 

Subsequently, the wastes should be unloaded at the toe of the last cell (within the first 
trench) and manually spread using the slope of that cell as the support for compaction. When 
all the area within the boundary of a trench is covered by one layer of cells (i.e. up to a depth of 
-1.5 m from base of trench), it is called a strip. When the entire area within the landfill 
boundary is covered by one layer of refuse, it is called a lift. Although one more lift can be 
constructed on the top of the preceding lift, it is not advisable to do so on this particular site 
because T ukutonga landfill site is located in a prime land area and, almost certainly, the site 
will be developed in the near future. Constructing another lift on top of the preceding lift will 
increase the level ofthe site to more than 1.2 m above the existing road level and surpassing the 
topography of the surrounding area. 

(c) Formation of strips 

The most effective tool for forming the daily cells within each strip is a rake, with a 
handle up to two metres in length. The vehicle delivering the wastes should be reversed to a 
point as close as possible to the working face of the strip, to minimize the distance over which 
the wastes have to be moved by hand. If the wastes are well placed, they will form a heap 
above the filling level, but irrunediately adjacent to the working face. Very little lateral 
movement will be necessary, and most of the beap can be dragged down by the men on the 
face, a comparatively easy task assisted by gravity. 

As the face of the strip advances, the flanks are formed by dragging the wastes to an 
angle of about 45° The angle of the face at the time of covering (i.e. at the end of each 
working day) should be as steep as possible in order to minimize the amount of covering 
material used. The best tools for spreading covering material are shovels and wide garden 
rakes with short tines. The flanks are also covered to a similar thickness (i.e. 15 - 20 em), and 
this covering should be beaten down by the backs of shovels. 

(d) Designated areas within the site 

TIle controlled landfill process will finally result in the formation of useful land in a 
prime area of Nuku'alofa. Therefore, one should think about the quality of solid wastes being 
disposed of at the site. Separate area of the landfill should be used to landfill classified solid 
wastes of the same type or form This will make it easier to operate and maintain a landfill 
site. Furthermore, by establishing designated sections. it is possible to store resources for re
use or recycling or isolate certain materials. For example, a bulky wastes area should be 
designated for the disposal of items such as discarded car bodies, electrical appliances, etc. 

During the consultant's visit to the site, private contractors were seen disposing a truck 
load of empty oil drums at the site. If there are sllch bollow containers or similar bulky items 
in the wastes, these should be placed at the toe of tbe face in an upright position and filled with 
wastes; othef\vise they would cause voids and the risk of uneven settlement. 
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It should be noted that the present site is not designed for the co-disposal of toxic waste 
with refuse and, in view of the close proximity of the site to residents, toxic waste should not be 
disposed of at this site. 

(e) Rental of front-end loader 

As the T ukutonga site is a relatively small site, it is practicable to hire a small 
(0.5 cU.m bucket) front-end loader as a multipurpose machine for excavating the trench and 
stockpiling the old refuse as cover material once a month. during which the machine can also 
be utilized 10 spread final cover soil on the completed strIP (ie. capping). The compaction of a 
completed strip can be perfonned by allowing the front-end loader to pass over the cells/strip 
during the capping process The cost of hiring a front-end loader is about T$ 50lhr. 

10. Manpower requirement 

The landfill operation should be carried out as far as possible by manual spreading and 
coverIng. A full-time bulldozer or front-cnd loader would be uneconomical as operation and 
maintenance costs would be excessive compared with manual operations. 

The site operation will require at least two workt:rs to carry out the follow functions: 

(a) check and record the incoming tmck load of solid waste at the entrance and direct the 
dnver \\hcre to dlspose of the waste: 

(b) preventing unauthorized entr\' of scavengers and animals: 

(c) assist in the tipping of the waste and fom1 a daily cdl and apply cover material; 

(d) maintenance of dailv records showing details such as amount and type of waste 
disposed of at the site: 

(e) ensunng supply of old refuse to be used as daily cover material: 

(f) ensuring supply of imported soil to be used for capping completed strips; 

(g) supervising monthly plant hire for excavation of trenches to stockpile daily cover 
material. levelling and compaction of completed strips as well as spreading of cover 
soil for capping of completed strips: 

(h) mall1tain on-site access road in good all \\ cather conditions: and 

(i) maintain site in clean and tidy condition 
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